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I. INTRODUCTION  
PROJECT OVERVIEW 

Emsi is pleased to release the research and recommendations of this analysis of the dislocated 
workforce in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Commissioned by the Tulsa Regional Chamber, this study has 
been ideally timed to support an informed response to the economic disruption produced by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Both the economic data and stakeholder input undergirding the 
conclusions of this study have the benefit of being fresh and highly relevant to Tulsa’s direction in 
the future. It is our hope that the clear picture of workforce dislocation in Tulsa outlined below will 
offer clear implementation objectives to the many regional partners actively working to support 
Tulsa in this moment of crisis.  

This study has been completed by Emsi in partnership with CAEL, the Council for Adult and 
Experiential Learning. The partnership of Emsi and CAEL joins two industry-leading organizations 
who are ideally aligned to the objectives of this study. Both Emsi and CAEL are affiliates of the 
STRADA education network, a national non-profit oriented at improving the pathway between 
education and employment. Emsi provides comprehensive labor market analytics to drive 
economic prosperity by informing and connecting three critical audiences: people looking for 
good work, employers looking for good people, and educators looking to build good programs 
and engage students. The Council for Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL) is a nonprofit 
501(c)(3) organization that champions working adult learners and brings together educators, 
employers and regions to create solutions that integrate work and lifelong learning.  

Throughout this study, reference is made to the “dislocated workforce.” This term is used to 
emphasize a key dimension of the more familiar category of “unemployment.” In the 
unprecedented economic climate of a pandemic-warn marketplace, dislocation results as 
durable barriers form and prevent workers from smoothly returning to the workplace. Dramatic 
industry upheaval, the changing nature of work, critical health risks, and skill misalignment are all 
pressures capable of turning the unemployed into the dislocated. Data alone cannot fully capture 
or interpret these pressures as they have been experienced by the residents of Tulsa on a daily 
basis. We owe great thanks to the business, government, and training and education leaders who 
contributed their thoughtful input and commentary throughout this analysis. The process of this 
stakeholder input and the consensus points it revealed are described in detail below. Needless to 
say, their qualitative input provided an irreplaceably lens in the interpretation of the qualitative data 
presented below. 
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The quantitative components of this study provide a detailed view of the health of Tulsa’s 
economy as it entered the COVID-19 pandemic. This background context supports a detailed 
answer to the question: “Who has been dislocated from Tulsa’s workforce as a result of the 
pandemic?” 

The dislocated workforce in Tulsa is largely reflective of the characteristics of regional industry 
clusters which have been most affected over the past 10 months. Tulsa’s manufacturing sector 
has produced the greatest volume of unemployed workers in the region. It remains the largest 
category of the workforce dislocated from work. Close behind in terms of unemployed volumes, 
the Accommodation and Food Services cluster and the Retail Trade cluster have been heavily 
impacted by lockdowns, suppressed travel, and layoffs. 

Tulsa’s industry clusters face varied prospects in recovery. The Aerospace sector faces an 
extended stall in growth as a result of the dramatic contraction in demand and a dependency on 
a resurgence in travel. The Energy cluster entered the pandemic in a trough characterized by 
declining resource costs and job reductions. Energy employers are looking to reposition and 
diversify their work in Tulsa, requiring their workforces to resize and reskill in the transition. Retail 
trade stands out at present by exhibiting aggressive hiring demand, bounding back from a sharp, 
spring contraction to exceed 2019 job posting levels. Retail employers deliver repeat feedback 
that hiring and retaining the workforce they need is a significant challenge even in the midst of 
widespread unemployment. 

It is clear that many factors are contributing to the sustained workforce dislocation Tulsa is 
currently experiencing. Many of these, like the variability of the pandemic at the center of the 
market’s disruption in 2020, are beyond the control of local leadership. Evolutions in the COVID-
19 health threat, distribution and effectiveness of vaccines, and extensions of federal aid and 
unemployment benefits are factors that can only be reacted to and not controlled by local 
leadership. 

Despite this, our conversations with government, industry, and non-profit professionals revealed 
a consistent theme of needs and opportunities that can be led at the local level to counteract 
worker dislocation. Center to these concerns is the alignment of workforce training programs with 
the current and variable needs of businesses in Tulsa.  

This disconnect between the needs of employers and training pipelines represents a critical 
friction point at the level of individual skillsets as workers seek to upskill and return to work. 
Workers pursuing credentials and skills not actively in-demand, or likely to fall out of demand, are 
vulnerable candidates for sustained dislocation from employment. In contrast, a workforce training 
and education system which coordinates with and nimbly responds to industry needs is perhaps 
the most powerful tool regional leaders can wield to push the needle on recovery from 
widespread dislocation. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The ultimate objective of this study was to produce a guide of action items, informed by data and 
conversation with leaders in the Tulsa community. These implementation recommendations are 
listed briefly below and described in full detail in the conclusion of the report: 

• Civic leaders and stakeholders must refresh efforts to retain talent, upskill the regional 
workforce, and make the case to firms to hire locally. 

• Economic Development plans must prepare for new realities and ripple effects as 
downtown and other business hubs may not return to full capacity. 	 	 

• Workforce development entities must consider new methods of reaching and 
engaging employers around hiring and supporting the workers they serve. 

• Tulsa must capitalize on training and worker preparation in industries that are growing, 
occupations that are “downturn-proof” and skills that are most in need 

• Train for the Jobs of Today and Tomorrow 

• Advance, Expand and Improve Online and Virtual Training for “Industry 4.0” Jobs  

• Innovate and Collaborate with Industry on Educational Curricula  

• Collaborate on Skills-Based Hiring 

• Collaborate on Funding of Training 

• Develop and Support a Multi-Skilled Workforce 

• Support Creative, Flexible, Multi-Firm Partnerships 
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III. REPORT CONTENTS 
STRUCTURE 

This organization of this report is designed to provide first a broad view of industry health and 
workforce dislocation. The stakeholder engagement process and key observations repeatedly 
identified from all sectors open the analysis. These findings center on industry layoffs, talent 
retention and hiring, and workforce partnerships and training. Stakeholder findings reflecting 
conditions or opportunities specific to an industry sector are included alongside each industry 
cluster’s analysis. 

The quantitative analysis in this report begins with a historic view of Tulsa’s economic conditions. 
These conditions provide a backdrop of the market prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and are 
followed by a summary of the characteristics of dislocated workers across Tulsa’s economy.  

Finally, a detailed analysis profiles the dislocated workforce in each of the Aerospace, Advanced 
Manufacturing, Hospitality and Food Service, Retail, and Energy industry clusters. Each target 
cluster analysis follows a similar structure: 

• Industry health and composition 

• Top occupations, wage, education requirements 

• Sector unemployment composition and demographics 

• Pandemic hiring behavior 

• Occupations remaining in demand 

• Regional education and training pipelines 

• Sector skills gap analysis 

The final findings of these quantitative and qualitative elements have been combined to produce 
a regional implementation guide. This guide identifies many of the barriers which have formed 
between dislocated workers and their return to gainful employment and provides 
recommendations for regional leaders to position Tulsa’s workers for the future. 
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IV. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 
PROCESS 

CAEL conducted six focus groups during November 2020, one with stakeholders including 
workforce development organizations and related partners, and five with leadership, 
management, HR or other staff from the five targeted industries:	 

• Aerospace 

• Energy 

• Higher Education 

• Hospitality 

• Retail 

A total of 54 individuals participated in the focus groups, which included company owners, CEOs, 
managers and human resources staff from a range of firms from small individually owned 
companies with as few as a dozen employees up through multinational corporations 
headquartered or with offices in the Tulsa area.	 CAEL was particularly struck by the collegiality 
and openness of discussions, with competitors openly discussing the impact of COVID-19 on 
their firms, their responses and future plans and expectations. 

Information from the focus groups was supplemented by surveys of industry partners, higher 
education institutions and other stakeholders as well as a survey of dislocated workers 
including surveys in Spanish and Burmese for delivery through the Oklahoma Employment 
Security Commission. 

 

KEY INSIGHTS ON COVID-19’S IMPACT ACROSS INDUSTRIES 

Layoffs 

Industries vary widely in the scope and timing of layoffs and impact of COVID-19 on 
business.	 Based on a survey conducted, about one-third of responding companies have laid off 
workers and one-third have furloughed workers in response to the COVID-19 crisis (data not 
mutually exclusive) while half of companies had neither laid off nor furloughed any workers. 
Reasons included decreases in sales, decline in market activity or other market conditions, and a 
lack of work for workers to do.	 

“Frontline” business, specifically retail and hospitality, shut almost completely in March and 
April.	 Some of that business rebounded quickly over the summer back to “business as usual” but 
these industries have remained very volatile as spikes in illness and local and regional rules have 
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been implemented.	 Smaller firms were able to access the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) 
and larger firms were able to retain portions of their workforce through loans or other funding. The 
Energy industry was on a “downturn” already, COVID’s economic impact merely exacerbated 
existing industry issues. The nonprofit sector saw major challenges as fundraising dried up when 
donors had their own financial challenges and fundraising events were cancelled, but the industry, 
including some of those we interviewed among the stakeholders, saw funding infusions as part 
of Federal and local Recovery activity. 

Many industries saw reductions over time as supply chains were impacted.	 There was a great 
deal of momentum of activity already underway in some industries. For instance, construction 
projects already underway were continued through completion and manufacturing continued 
until supplies were used up and orders reduced. Supply chain disruption remains a cause of 
uncertainty for many businesses. 

Retention and Rehiring 

Across all industries, business leaders have done everything in their power to retain their skilled 
workers and not lose them completely.	 Some industries such as Energy and Aerospace are 
planning larger-scale early retirements or layoffs for certain positions or are not planning on hiring 
significantly in 2021. 

Many industries have seen a seemingly counter-intuitive lack of applicants for the positions that 
are now open in the late months of 2020. Hospitality companies that have been able to re-open 
have hosted mass-hiring events and seen only a handful of candidates.	Entry and mid-level 
positions in Aerospace or Energy that used to have hundreds of applicants remain vacant.	All 
industries report that their higher-skilled positions are hardest to fill but many are also struggling 
with filing entry-level and lower-level positions. Most workforce stakeholders and industry leaders 
attribute the lack of candidates to a few main causes: 

• Continued fears of COVID-19 as well as the more macro-level effects of the pandemic 
including “emotional and social fatigue” of going to work and facing the risks and 
“intensive” situations around safety protocols and customer interactions. 

• The high unemployment benefits that have been provided make going to work less 
attractive than staying on benefits.		 

• Childcare and family demands.	 Some whose children are distance learning simply can’t 
go to work until/unless their kids’ school situation returns to in-person, and again, some 
are making the personal family decision not to go to in-person even when it is available.		 

There is an additional group of dislocated workers also experiencing major impacts. Those who 
are out of benefits (or were not eligible for them for whatever reason) are now facing eviction, utility 
shutoffs, inability to pay for childcare and other major effects, and as one workforce stakeholder 
noted, “desperate people are making desperate choices” with workers taking any job they can find, 
whether or not in their career or interest area.	 This is resulting in short job tenures, additional 
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layoffs/firings and a chaotic situation as workers are not making good career decisions or aligning 
job searches/jobs to profitably advance their careers. 

Industries have done a variety of things to work to retain their workers and accommodate the range 
of unexpected situations during this time.	 Most companies have created flexible schedules in 
some form, both to accommodate workers’ changing needs and to minimize density in 
workplaces as part of social distancing efforts.	 Most use a combination of strategies including 
remote work, extending the overall hours of operation and other flexible scheduling, and other 
more innovative - but also more rare - methods like making space for school-age children to do 
their remote-learning on-site or converting unused spaces to accommodate more staff with less 
proximity to one another.  Many companies are struggling with childcare and some note that this 
is a new situation for the employer to concern themselves with these factors.	 A number of 
stakeholders and employers recognize that now that employers are paying more attention to 
workers’ personal situations and the various types of flexibility, they may continue this practice 
beyond the current crisis.	 Many are making current investments in technology (Zoom/Teams 
accounts, investing in laptops and internet service for staff working from home, and so on) and 
similarly some say they are likely to make such investments regular practice into the future. 

Industries have diverse plans for rehiring workers. A small portion of firms plan to simply re-hire 
their laid-off workforce. A larger share of companies expect to build internal training capacity to 
upskill current talent and train new employees, and to networking with other to mutually develop 
their regional talent pools. The vast majority of firms (75%) are still using “business as usual” hiring 
methods like posting ads on job boards, newspapers, and so on.	 Of particularly important note, a 
majority of businesses in surveys and focus groups do not currently use the public workforce 
system (Workforce Tulsa and Oklahoma Works), nor do they plan to in the future.	 Reasons 
included a lack of responsiveness to supporting higher-skilled hiring needs and (in most 
comments) simply a lack of knowledge of the services and value added from the workforce 
system. 

Several industries (aerospace manufacturing, energy) see their workers that are still at work being 
surprisingly more engaged and productive during the pandemic than before.	 There is evidence 
that for workers able to work from home, the increased flexibility, shorter or eliminated commutes, 
and increased family time are creating real positive impacts.	 Performance hasn’t suffered. As one 
interviewee noted, “Performance issues in working-from-home were already performance issues 
in the office too” and good workers didn’t suddenly start having productivity or other 
problems.	 What has been difficult are things like onboarding new workers, worker advancement 
and career development.	 It is harder to be “visible” and HR managers and supervisors are finding 
it harder to identify the “go getters” and make choices for which workers to give more responsibility 
or advancement opportunities.	 

Outside of these industries, many companies have had challenges getting workers to do remote 
work well. Instructions have to be very clear and supervision relatively intensive at first.	 Getting 
workers to stay on task, conduct the work with the same quality and interact with customers to a 
high degree of quality have been challenges.	 What is needed are options for virtual or individually 
driven training for workers to support them in getting new skills. IT skills, virtual business 
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capabilities, use of online/virtual tools (beyond Zoom or Meets) are all likely to grow in prevalence 
within the industry even beyond this “lockdown” period so the companies need to develop 
partnerships with national and local training providers who can deliver this content. 

Workforce Partnerships and Training 

As noted above, most industry interviewees were not well aware of workforce system initiatives 
and services, though a small portion had stronger relationships with these systems.	 Many of the 
companies interviewed and surveyed feel under-served by the public workforce system. One 
comment that “I am not familiar with current offerings” characterized the sentiments, as	public 
agencies are “not hearing us,” not responsive to the changing needs of business or simply not a 
source that has been used to date.	 

Similarly, there is a mixed response in relation to partnerships with higher education institutions.	 A 
majority of businesses consulted do not have any formal relationships with technical schools, 
community colleges, universities or other trainers, and those that do report limited involvement.	 A 
few industries (advanced manufacturing/aerospace, energy) have some partnerships particularly 
in the area of apprenticeships, but even these feel they cannot wait for the higher education 
system to prepare students for high-demand positions they will need to hire within 3-5 years.	 They 
see the systems as taking too long to pivot, respond to new technologies and skill needs. 

Nearly all participants, however, expressed a strong desire to collaborate and partner with these 
training providers and higher education partners for their future training and workforce needs and 
as we will note below, a few offered specific and tangible ways they envision collaborating to train 
the Tulsa workforce of the future. 

Industries are exploring the potential to forego higher education altogether and instead advance 
industry-led, in-house training and credentials.	 That said, all were interested in engaging 
education and particularly community college systems in these efforts. 

All sectors express interest in building additional cross-training for staff across functions in their 
companies.	 This arose during the pandemic but companies see long term value in identifying 
ways to maximize employee value by expanding skillsets and generating multi-skill 
capacity.	 Cross-training can result in a multi-functional workforce that can keep workers fully 
engaged through economic or seasonal downturns, rather than a hire-layoff cycle among larger 
numbers of part-time specialized workers. 

A number of companies are leveraging online virtual trainings provided by national credentialing 
entities and they encourage the colleges to adopt similar virtual training technologies. These are 
more than online “zoom meetings” but allow workers to manipulate tools and equipment in virtual 
versions in cyberspace to get the beginning of hands-on experience prior to handling the real 
thing. 
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Implementing Needed Change 

These observations collected from regional stakeholders present numerous challenges and 
opportunities in the community as dislocated workers and employers alike plan their futures. The 
recommendations provided at the close of this report directly address these challenges. The 
economic data and industry evaluations below provide a measure of the severity of these 
challenges. The data also provide a more detailed picture of the characteristics of the dislocated 
workforce. 

 

V. Historic Market Conditions 
To begin our analysis, Emsi completed a full review of economic conditions throughout the Tulsa 
metropolitan area. This analysis, measuring historic growth and projected expansion, established 
a baseline against which the disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic could be measured. 

 

POPULATION 

In 2020, the population of the Tulsa metropolitan area broke the threshold of one million residents 
at 1,004,145. Since 2015, the region’s population has grown by 23,213, a growth rate of 2.4%. This 
expansion rate surpasses the state of Oklahoma’s growth rate by approximately one percent but 
falls slightly below the national population growth rate of 3% for the same period. 

In the five most recent years of measurement (2014-2018), Tulsa’s population expansion has been 
supported by a positive average net in-migration of approximately 1,500 residents.  

Tulsa’s population growth is projected to remain relatively steady over the next five years, with the 
addition of approximately 19,000 new residents by 2025. The pandemic has rapidly accelerated 
population migration out of the largest, coastal markets, towards smaller, secondary metro 
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markets. As population and migration data capturing COVID-19’s impact on population growth is 
released in the future unexpected changes to this trajectory may be revealed. 

The two largest generational cohorts in Tulsa’s population are Gen Z and Millennials, which 
together comprise 53% of the population. In total, Tulsa is slightly younger on average than the 
United States’ general population with a median age of 36.9 years. Tulsa County, OK holds the 
highest concentration of young residents with a median age of 35.5 years.  

The racial and ethnic composition of Tulsa’s workforce is largely reflective of the composition of 
Oklahoma. Tulsa’s population is predominately white and non-Hispanic. American Indians 
comprise a large share of the regional population with 90,634 residents. Tulsa is home to 85,095 
black residents, about 8% of the total population.  

Additionally, 11% or 107,025 residents are Hispanic. 
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The population in Tulsa is slightly more educated than the state on average, with 26.7% of the 
population holding a bachelor’s degree or higher. This attainment level, however, does fall below 
that of the United States by 4% giving a margin on the supply of educated workers to competitive 
regions. Tulsa County leads the metro region in educational attainment with 30.6% of its residents 
holding a bachelor’s degree or higher, on par with the national average. 

 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

The median household income for residents in Tulsa is $54,110. Though slightly below the national 
average, this earnings level exceeds that of the state and offers residents the significant advantage 
of an affordable cost of living. The Tulsa metro’s cost of living index of 91.1 lends residents buying 
power advantages for every dollar they earn. 
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Tulsa has maintained fairly 
steady labor force participation 
throughout the course of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, trending 
slightly above state and national 
levels. This is an encouraging 
trend, as workers remained 
engaged in the search for work 
even as unemployment volumes 
rose dramatically.  

In many markets, COVID-19 and 
sustained unemployment have 
driven workers out of the labor 
force and participation rates 
down during 2020. These 
discouraged workers represent a 
dangerous form of dislocation in 
an economy. A shrinking labor force reduces the overall employment capacity of a market and 
artificially deflates unemployment rates and the perceived signal of dislocation they represent. 
Tulsa’s labor force participation rate of 60.7% rose slightly in September and exceeds that of the 
state and nation. While it is certainly the case that the pandemic has driven workers in Tulsa 
temporarily or permanently out of the labor force, it is nonetheless encouraging to know that this 
trend has not been widespread and has not diluted the utility of unemployment measurements 
during the same period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The current composition of Tulsa’s labor force reflects a high volume of unemployment as of 
September 2020. A significant recovery in the volume of unemployed workers has occurred from 
the peak in April, 2020 when 69,867 workers were unemployed in the metro region.  
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VI. Characteristics of the Unemployed 
OVERVIEW 

The Tulsa economy was no exception to the widespread and lasting unemployment experienced 
by metro economies across the United States during the course of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Unemployment above the natural, frictional level represents a dislocation of workers from 
employment and often exposes misalignment of workforce skill and opportunity that slows 
regional recovery.  

In the ordinary course of an economy’s ebb and flow, business closures, relocations, or underlying, 
systematic weakness in an industry produce relatively confined spikes in unemployment within a 
set of specific sectors. In the unprecedented disruption of infectious disease and mandated 
lockdowns, businesses across every sector faced dramatic challenges in their ability to operate, 
provide safe access to customers, and depend upon steady maintenance of supply chain 
requirements.  

Nationwide, the initial conversation surrounding COVID-19 produced unemployment 
concentrated around unemployment within the hospitality and retail sectors. As additional data 
became available, broader impacts were recognized and it became possible to more specifically 
understand the unique regional workforce segments which had been and remained disrupted. 
Dislocation within Tulsa’s rich manufacturing and energy industry base illustrate that the market’s 
unique composition has been reflected in the characteristics of its unemployed workforce. 

To profile the dislocated workforce in detail within Tulsa, Emsi combined best-in-class 
unemployment measurements with its own detailed, regional employment analytics to measure 
the industry, occupation, and demographic characteristics of Tulsa’s dislocated workforce. The 
result of this analysis provides a detailed view of the characteristics of Tulsa’s workers remaining 
unemployed and the opportunity to realign them with work. 

Prior to the pandemic, the Tulsa market was experiencing a tightness of talent supply 
characteristic of national economic growth. In 2019, the metro’s 3.3% unemployment rate signaled 
steady employer demand and little slack in the workforce to support business expansion. 

As the effects of the pandemic were recognized in the spring of 2020, Tulsa’s unemployment rate 
more than doubled to reach 7.6%. This peak in unemployment occurred between April and July 
of 2020. It is worth noting that even though this rise was dramatic, Tulsa’s unemployment rate has 
remained below that of the nation throughout the course of the pandemic. 

As of September 2020 the Tulsa Metro had reduced its unemployment rate to 5.4%, representing 
the reemployment or labor force exit of some 43,428 workers. 
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The seven counties within the Tulsa metro center around this rate of unemployment. Okmulgee 
County leads the region with the highest share, 6.3%, of its workers remaining unemployed. 
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MARKET-WIDE UNEMPLOYMENT 

At the peak of unemployment in the spring of 2020, 69,867 workers were dislocated from work in 
Tulsa. Over the course of the next five months, the total volume of unemployment was reduced 
to 26,439 workers.  

Unemployment by Industry and Occupation 

Throughout the course of the pandemic, the largest volumes of dislocated workers in Tulsa have 
been found within the Manufacturing, Accommodation and Food Services, and Retail Trade 
sectors. These industries were particularly exposed to mandated lockdowns and prohibitive 
barriers to in-person operations.  

During the initial peak of April 2020 unemployment, 11,390 manufacturing workers, 10,156 
accommodation and food service workers, and 7,705 retail workers found themselves out of work.  

As of September of 2020, fifteen percent of Tulsa’s unemployed workforce most recently worked 
in the Manufacturing sector, a share close to double that of the nation. An additional 3,204 workers 
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remained unemployed from the Accommodation and Food Services sector and 2,770 workers 
from Retail Trade. 

Though demand for some key medical positions has intensified during the global health crisis, 
the Health Care and Social Assistance sector did experience sizable unemployment. In Tulsa 
during the month of April, 8,512 workers in the sector lost employment, ranking third by industry 
volume of dislocated workers. At the most recent measurement, an estimated 2,362 healthcare 
and social assistance workers remained dislocated. 

The view of unemployment amongst Tulsa’s industry sectors can be complimented with an 
analysis of the occupational composition of the unemployed. Unlike industries, which reflect the 
aggregation of employees of all functions across a sector, occupations organize workers based 
on their specific roles. 

The chart below illustrates the share of unemployment over the course of 2020 by occupational 
category. The top three occupation categories align closely with the industry sectors identified 
above: 1) Production Occupations, 2) Food Preparation and Service, 3) Sales Occupations 
(Including retail sales).  
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The fourth largest occupation group contributing to Tulsa’s unemployment has been 
Management Occupations. These managers, employed across every sector in the metro, 
represent a higher skilled and more experienced segment of the workforce. Clearly, dislocation 
has not been limited to frontline workers. Management unemployment peaked in May and June 
of 2020, a delay behind all other occupations in Tulsa. As employers sought to retain the workers 
they considered hardest to replace, frontline staff were often released prior to supervisors and 
managers. In September of 2020, 2,610 managers remained unemployed. This pool of 
experienced workers represents skilled talent that may contain some of the readiest candidates 
to reskill and upskill to meet the needs of employers. 

Demographics of the Unemployed 

The racial composition of 
Tulsa’s unemployed 
workers has remained 
relatively steady over the 
course of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Though white 
residents account for 73% 
of the population, only 68% 
of the dislocated workforce 
are white. Disparity in the 
racial composition of the 
most affected industries 
accounts for this 
difference, particularly 
within the Accommodation 
and Food Services sector 
which employs the highest 
share of diverse workers. 
The racial composition of 
dislocated workers from 
each sector is evaluated 
below. 

 

The recovery from unemployment has also occurred in Tulsa at close to equivalent rates for all 
racial groups. In September, 17,964 white employees and 8,475 non-white employees remained 
dislocated. 
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The age distribution of unemployment during 
the pandemic is centered around workers who 
fall into Generation X. These employees, who 
range from 40 to 59 years of age, faced the 
largest volume of exposure to dislocation. Gen 
X makes up the largest share of Tulsa’s labor 
force and accounts for 40% of the unemployed 
workforce.  

Over one quarter of the dislocated workforce is 
found in the Baby Boomer and Silent 
generational cohorts, workers above the age of 
55. The nearly 7,000 workers in these age 
ranges face barriers in their return to 
employment simply as matter of health risk 
factors from the COVID-19 pandemic. Though 
their share is equivalent to that of Millennials 
and smaller than that of Gen X, the potential for 
these workers to remain dislocated is high if 
they are presented with an impossible choice 
between personal safety and employment. It 
will be crucial for employers to coordinate with 
these workers to ensure safe working 
conditions wherever possible. Workforce and 
training providers must also be ready with 
solutions for realignment, reskilling, and 
support if career transitions become 
necessary. 

Tulsa’s balance of unemployment by gender 
across all sectors falls closely in line with the 
region’s labor force composition. This overall 
balance is not reflected in unemployment 
stemming from target industry clusters in 
Manufacturing, Hospitality, and Retail. As noted 
by numerous employers, many families’ return 
to work has been highly impacted by new 
childcare and remote primary and secondary 
education concerns. Resources and training to 
address these amplified needs during the 
pandemic are top of mind for employers and 
would benefit from coordination with 
workforce and training professionals. 
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Unemployment by Education Level 

Analysis of unemployment trends by educational attainment aligns with the widespread 
perception that Tulsa’s highly educated workers have been disproportionately insulated from 
dislocation. The largest share of Tulsa’s labor force between the ages 25 and 64 is found in workers 
who have attained a bachelor’s degree or higher. Though 31% of Tulsa’s labor force possesses a 
bachelor’s degree or higher, these same workers make up less than 20% of total unemployment.  

The gap created by that divergence has been filled by workers with lower education levels. Those 
without a high school diploma make up 6.5% of Tulsa’s labor force but have consistently 
accounted for 10% of total unemployment since April of 2020. During the peak of Tulsa’s 
unemployment in April, an estimated 1/5 workers with less than a high school diploma were 
dislocated from work. 

High school graduates and those workers with some college or an associate degree account for 
the vast majority of unemployed workers in Tulsa. A full 70% of the unemployed fall into this 
category, a group covering 60% of Tulsa’s labor force. At peak unemployment, 17% of workers with 
high school diplomas were unemployed and 15% of workers with some college education up to 
an associate degree. These high displacement levels sand sharply in contrast the 8% of workers 
with a bachelor’s degree or greater during the same period. 

This clear advantage which education furnished to some of Tulsa’s workforce makes a strong case 
for training, education, and certification as the primary tool for resilient employment and workforce 
alignment to employer needs. 
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VII. Industry Cluster Dislocation Profiles 
AEROSPACE 

The Aerospace industry cluster is a dominant force in the Tulsa economy. Employing 9,400 
workers, the sector grew by a significant 117% between 2015 and 2020. Thirty-seven regional 
employers in Tulsa produce the combined $1.9 billion in annual GRP from the sector. 

Aircraft manufacturing supports the largest share of this employment and growth within the sector, 
with 7,279 jobs. Aircraft manufacturing in Tulsa is ten times more concentrated than the average 
U.S. market and offers the highest average earnings within the cluster at $107,821 per worker. 

Key Aerospace Industries 

Aerospace supply chain industries round out the Aerospace cluster and remaining 2,100 jobs. 
Since 2015 two of these sectors, providing aircraft engines and parts, experienced significant 
contraction and the loss of 2,141 jobs. 

2020 started out as a record-breaking year for much of the industry, with production, sales, service 
and travel all growing, so the pandemic had severe impacts.  The industry has among the highest 
“on-site” demands, as you “can’t build airplane parts in your living room,” so as the pandemic 
spiked, the industry quickly began to think about the need for creative responses around flexible 
schedules, blended remote/on-site work for those positions where it was possible, and 
developing partnerships for services like childcare.  

Retirement buyouts were offered to help reduce need for layoffs, and furloughs were used 
strategically to help ensure that when production or business returns, firms will have more access 
to their most qualified and skilled workers.  

  

Industry NAICS 2020 
Jobs 

5 Year 
Job 

Change 

Avg. 
Earnings 
Per Job 

2020 
LQ 

2020 
Business 

Locations 
Aircraft Manufacturing 336411 7279 6933 $107,821 10.2 7 
Other Aircraft Parts and Auxiliary 
Equipment Manufacturing 336413 1615 -1095 $81,169 4.7 18 

Search, Detection, Navigation, 
Guidance, Aeronautical, and Nautical 
System and Instrument 
Manufacturing 

334511 390 282 $73,874 1.0 5 

Aircraft Engine and Engine Parts 
Manufacturing 336412 117 -1046 $86,416 0.4 8 
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Aerospace WARN Notices 

 Several Aerospace companies in 
Tulsa have pursued layoffs or furloughs 
exceeding the baseline for WARN 
notice filing with the state. American 
Airline’s maintenance base has been 
illustrative of the sector’s performance 
in general, progressing through a series 
of furloughs and layoffs as air travel 
remains hamstrung by the pandemic. 

Despite the sectors significant historic job growth, industry leaders view the sector as on “pause” 
while they wait for things to return to some level of “normal” travel and until they can more fully 
understand which impacts on production and travel are permanent.  Because many workers were 
furloughed rather than laid off, much of the industry, especially in airlines and air travel expect to 
quickly and seamlessly recall those workers and return to full strength.  They credit good 
communication and a good relationship with workers throughout the process. “If you treated 
people badly, then, sure, they may not return.”  But if you were open and transparent and kept in 
touch, then workers will return that commitment by returning. 

  

Company Affected 
Employees 

Notice 
Date 

NORDAM		 210 04/02/2020 
Triumph Aerospace 
Structures		 225 05/08/2020 

Accurus Aerospace 
Corporation		 91 05/15/2020 

American Airlines		 1117 07/15/2020 
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Top Occupations Working in Aerospace  

The Aerospace industry cluster employs a very wide range of occupations, spanning specialized 
assembly and fabrication to software design. The largest occupation groups are reflected below. 
Aerospace, software, industrial engineers in Aerospace represent large pools of highly educated 
specialists at the core of Tulsa’s leading manufacturing sector. As the industry contracted, these 
occupation categories provide a segmented view into the types of workers who are likely to have 
been separated from work in the sector. 

Occupation SOC 
Employed 

in 
Aerospace 

5 Year 
Job 

Change 

% of 
Aerospac

e Jobs 

Median 
Hourly 

Earnings 

Typical Entry 
Level 

Education 
Aircraft Structure, 
Surfaces, Rigging, and 
Systems Assemblers 

51-2011 1020 -438 11% $20 High school  

Aircraft Mechanics and 
Service Technicians 49-3011 619 596 7% $29 Postsecondary 

nondegree  

Aerospace Engineers 17-2011 525 332 6% $45 Bachelor's 
degree 

Inspectors, Testers, 
Sorters, Samplers, and 
Weighers 

51-9061 423 270 4% $21 High school  

Computer Numerically 
Controlled Tool Operators 51-9161 362 256 4% $20 High school  

Software Developers and 
Software Quality 
Assurance Analysts and 
Testers 

15-1256 332 226 4% $42 Bachelor's 
degree 

Industrial Engineers 17-2112 321 219 3% $40 Bachelor's 
degree 

Machinists 51-4041 320 198 3% $20 High school  
Production, Planning, and 
Expediting Clerks 43-5061 244 175 3% $23 High school  

First-Line Supervisors of 
Production and Operating 
Workers 

51-1011 224 136 2% $28 High school  

Electrical, Electronic, and 
Electromechanical 
Assemblers, Except Coil 
Winders, Tapers, and 
Finishers 

51-2028 215 116 2% $15 High school  

Miscellaneous 
Assemblers and 
Fabricators 

51-2098 199 105 2% $14 High school  
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Recovering Aerospace Hiring Demand 

Emsi completed an audit of the online job posting activity for each specific industry cluster to 
gauge the rate of recovery and level of current hiring demand. This dataset, aggregated and 
processed by Emsi from company websites and job boards, reflects the rise and fall in employers’ 
pursuit of talent. Job postings are not the direct equivalent of a job opening. It is often the case 
that a single employer will place multiple postings for the same position on distinct web location. 
Emsi addresses this repetition with a thorough de-duplication process to identify “unique” job 
postings. The count of unique job postings captured within the aerospace industry cluster are 
reflected in the timeseries below, comparing 2019 hiring levels to those observed through the 
pandemic in 2020.  

Aerospace job postings fell in volume dramatically in April of 2020, the same month in which 
manufacturing unemployment reached its highpoint during the pandemic. Though job postings 
have recovered somewhat in the three most recent months, current posting levels reflect hiring 
demand significantly below last year’s levels. These trends corroborate with feedback from local 
industry leaders who articulated that their firms were not planning on hiring significantly moving 
into 2021. 

Job postings are a core sampling of hiring demand indicative of an industries growth and skill 
requirements. Within aerospace, it is likely that online job postings best reflect the higher-skill and 
management positions within the industry. While Industrial Engineers were consistently at the top 
of the list for job posting demand during his period, it is likely that a greater number of assemblers 
and fabricators were hired using avenues outside of online job postings during the same window. 
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The Aerospace companies most 
active in online job postings in Tulsa 
are listed to the right. Tulsa’s 
aerospace leaders have radically 
reduced job posting activity. Sizable 
employers such as GE and Spirit have 
noticeably switched from leading the 
market in volume of job listings to 
little to no activity throughout the 
pandemic. Nordam sharply cut hiring 
activity in April in sequence with its 
filing of a WARN notice. The 
extremely low volume of postings 
maintained by each individual firm is 
indicative of a hiring pause. 

 

The trickle of Aerospace hiring 
demand that has remained active 
following the April spike in 
unemployment is focused around 
high-skilled engineering talent and 
several groups of management and 
supervisory workers. Many of these 
occupations were a consistent target 
for the industry prior to the pandemic, 
when demand for these develop 
skillsets exceeded regional supply. 
Several firms have listed postings for 
electrical assemblers and inspectors 
but at volumes not demonstrating a 
rapid recovery in these career areas. 

 

 

  

Company Avg. Unique (Jan 2019 
- Nov 2020) 

Ducommun Incorporated 63 

The Nordam Group Inc 17 

Asco Aerospace Usa, LLC 5 

Boeing 5 

Chipton-Ross, Inc. 4 

Navico, Inc. 3 

General Electric Company 3 

Northrop Grumman Corporation 2 

United Technologies Corporation 2 

Green Country Aircraft, LLC 2 

Occupation Avg. Unique (May 
2020 - Oct 2020) 

Industrial Engineers 13 

Inspectors, Testers, Sorters, Samplers, 
and Weighers 

11 

Buyers and Purchasing Agents 11 

Electrical, Electronic, and 
Electromechanical Assemblers, Except 
Coil Winders, Tapers, and Finishers 

10 

Industrial Production Managers 7 

First-Line Supervisors of Production and 
Operating Workers 

6 

Mechanical Engineers 4 

Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
Technologists and Technicians 

3 

Software Developers and Software 
Quality Assurance Analysts and Testers 

3 

Marketing Managers 3 
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Skillset and Training Gaps  

A program-level evaluation of the educational and training pipelines in Tulsa’s Aerospace sector 
reveals several key opportunities for realignment with employer needs. Workforce and high-
education institutions are the key resource for the upskilling of workers in ordinary employment 
conditions. Their role has become even more crucial in the support of realigning dislocated 
manufacturing talent with the resilient needs of manufacturing employers. Within the table below, 
key educational programs feeding the largest occupations in Aerospace are ranked by the 
estimated difference between annual job openings and post-secondary educational completions 
from Tulsa’s training and education institutions. Regional openings and completions are 
calculated based on an average of the previous five years of data.  

It is interesting to note that the most sizable gap within these programs is found in computer 
science. Though not a top-of-mind job title for the aerospace sector, as the technological 
dependence of aerospace employers has intensified, the industry has joined many others in 
developing a need for software development and programming talent. Numerous aerospace-
specific technician training programs have offered a high volume of openings to relatively few 
trainees over the past five years. As the aerospace industry develops its hiring plans in the future, 
these programs should be guided by industry leadership and input in order to assure that 
displaced workers are pursuing credentials most needed by companies. 

Skills have become the language of targeting recruitment and ensuring a workforce aligns with 
specific, active demand. A combined analysis of the skills gaps identified within the overall 
manufacturing sector is presented below, after an overview of the advanced manufacturing 
industry cluster. 

Program Annual 
Openings 

Annual 
Completions Annual Gap 

Computer Science 1,059 46 1,013 

Machine Shop Technology/Assistant 903 48 855 

Airframe Mechanics and Aircraft Maintenance 
Technology/Technician 

437 29 409 

Aircraft Powerplant Technology/Technician 416 32 384 

Modeling, Virtual Environments and Simulation 375 2 372 

Computer Programming, Specific Applications 356 0 356 

Robotics Technology/Technician 265 0 265 

Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) Machinist 
Technology/CNC Machinist 

275 16 259 

Electromechanical Technology/Electromechanical 
Engineering Technology 

265 24 241 

Avionics Maintenance Technology/Technician 194 0 194 

Quality Control Technology/Technician 419 232 187 

Manufacturing Engineering Technology/Technician 145 1 144 
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Advanced Manufacturing 

Given Tulsa’s concentrated employment base in Aerospace, it is helpful to separate the cluster 
from the closely related Advanced Manufacturing cluster. Many of the supply chain requirements 
of the Aerospace and Energy clusters can be clearly observed within the Advanced 
Manufacturing. Nevertheless, the two groups of industries have distinct historic trends and face 
distinct pressures in the future.  

Key Advanced Manufacturing Industries 

Industry NAICS 2020 
Jobs 

5 Year 
Job 

Change 

Avg. 
Earnings 
Per Job 

2020 LQ 
2020 

Business 
Locations 

Oil and Gas Field Machinery and 
Equipment Manufacturing 

333132 2610 -560 $87,861 15.1 57 

Major Household Appliance Manufacturing 335220 1706 635 $61,087 11.4 3 

Measuring, Dispensing, and Other 
Pumping Equipment Manufacturing 

333914 1631 -361 $98,302 19.0 20 

Other Commercial and Service Industry 
Machinery Manufacturing 

333318 1196 -6 $93,958 6.2 13 

Heavy Duty Truck Manufacturing 336120 1118 199 $60,931 10.6 1 

Overhead Traveling Crane, Hoist, and 
Monorail System Manufacturing 

333923 1093 -145 $85,603 24.4 13 

Air and Gas Compressor Manufacturing 333912 874 -297 $102,525 14.5 4 

Instruments and Related Products 
Manufacturing for Measuring, Displaying, 
and Controlling Industrial Process 
Variables 

334513 738 -47 $78,762 3.9 13 

Industrial Process Furnace and Oven 
Manufacturing 

333994 703 -150 $102,280 23.9 9 

All Other Miscellaneous Manufacturing 339999 589 317 $94,451 2.8 24 

Fluid Power Pump and Motor 
Manufacturing 

333996 382 17 $88,246 6.7 5 

Motor and Generator Manufacturing 335312 302 75 $82,351 2.8 4 

Motor Vehicle Body Manufacturing 336211 282 167 $45,765 1.6 6 

Iron and Steel Mills and Ferroalloy 
Manufacturing 

331110 270 112 $55,489 1.1 7 

Nitrogenous Fertilizer Manufacturing 325311 245 116 $139,446 9.8 1 

Sign Manufacturing 339950 229 -24 $68,013 0.9 20 

Other Motor Vehicle Parts Manufacturing 336390 212 -42 $64,068 0.5 5 

All Other Miscellaneous Electrical 
Equipment and Component Manufacturing 

335999 196 2 $106,937 2.2 3 

All Other Petroleum and Coal Products 
Manufacturing 

324199 188 -120 $123,443 12.2 5 

Iron Foundries 331511 161 50 $55,232 1.5 2 
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The advanced manufacturing industry cluster employees a total of 18,293 workers in Tulsa, OK. 
Despite sizable job growth in appliance manufacturing, truck, and miscellaneous manufacturing, 
total employment across the advanced manufacturing cluster fell by 584 jobs between 2015 and 
2020. Firms supporting the Energy sector faced the ripple effects of dwindling energy growth and 
depressed product costs during the same timeframe. Oil and Gas Machinery manufacturing 
posted the largest job loss of 560 jobs. 

The combined effect of this disruption left a significant portion of Tulsa’s manufacturing sector 
on unsure economic foundations entering the COVID-19 pandemic. As in Aerospace, proximity 
and in-person operations were crucial to business operations. 

 

Advanced Manufacturing WARN Notices 

Two manufacturing firms surpassed the 
baseline for WARN notices in March and 
May of 2020. Umicore, a manufacturer of 
catalytic converters and automotive parts 
shuttered operations early in the 
pandemic as disruption to the auto 
sector were extended by the pandemic.  

 

Top Occupations Working in Advanced Manufacturing 

The occupational composition of advanced manufacturing is less specialized than that of the 
aerospace industry cluster. Assemblers and fabricators make up 14% of total employment count. 
Electrical assemblers, welders, and machinists combine for approximately 15% in addition.  

Of the largest occupations in advanced manufacturing, only mechanical engineers require a 
bachelor’s degree or higher. The remaining occupations are largely characterized by technical or 
on the job training to equip workers with necessary skills. Despite this spectrum of educational 
background, many positions in the industry offer strong wage prospects to manufacturing 
workers. Machinists, welders, tool operators and production clerks are all paid above $20/hr on 
average. As many of these employees are now dislocated from their work and face limited 
opportunities to return immediately to the same roles, those possessing cross-training and the 
ability to perform a collection of multiple skills are considered the most attractive prospects to 
employers. The skills gap analysis for the manufacturing sector below identifies several of these 
skill gaps most in demand. 

  

Company Affected 
Employees Notice Date 

umicore Autocat USA   101 05/04/2020  

Unitherm Food Systems LLC   55 03/12/2020  
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Occupation SOC Employed in 
Aerospace 

5 Year 
Job 

Change 

% of 
Aerospace 

Jobs 

Median 
Hourly 

Earnings 

Typical 
Entry 
Level 

Education 
Miscellaneous 
Assemblers and 
Fabricators 

51-2098 2143 -52 14% $14 High 
School 

Electrical, Electronic, and 
Electromechanical 
Assemblers, Except Coil 
Winders, Tapers, and 
Finishers 

51-2028 1014 238 7% $15 High 
School 

Welders, Cutters, 
Solderers, and Brazers 51-4121 862 79 6% $21 High 

School 
First-Line Supervisors of 
Production and 
Operating Workers 

51-1011 635 -22 4% $28 High 
School 

Inspectors, Testers, 
Sorters, Samplers, and 
Weighers 

51-9061 443 9 3% $21 High 
School 

Machinists 51-4041 416 -105 3% $20 High 
School 

Computer Numerically 
Controlled Tool 
Operators 

51-9161 338 0 2% $20 High 
School 

Laborers and Freight, 
Stock, and Material 
Movers, Hand 

53-7062 321 35 2% $13 None 

Mechanical Engineers 17-2141 286 7 2% $45 Bachelor's 
degree 

Production, Planning, and 
Expediting Clerks 43-5061 272 72 2% $23 High 

School 
Sales Representatives, 
Wholesale and 
Manufacturing, Except 
Technical and Scientific 
Products 

41-4012 251 24 2% $23 High 
School 

Customer Service 
Representatives 43-4051 242 56 2% $15 High 

School 
 

Recovering Advanced Manufacturing Hiring Demand 

As in Aerospace, Advanced Manufacturing job postings remain significantly below 2019 hiring 
levels. August and September of 2020 produced sizable rises in activity that were marginally 
tempered in October. The overall volume of job postings tends to be higher than that observed 
in Aerospace, given the broad nature of the Advanced Manufacturing cluster. 
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The companies most active in online job 
postings since the unemployment spike 
outline the largest segments of 
manufacturing in Tulsa. Baker Hughes and 
National Oilwell Varco have maintained a 
slim line of hiring demand in serving the 
energy sector.  Whirlpool flatlined 
demand in May of 2020 but has 
incrementally increased posting volumes 
in the latter months of 2020. 
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Avg. Unique 
(May 2020 - 
Oct 2020 

Navistar International Corporation 26 

Baker Hughes Company 24 

National Oilwell Varco, Inc. 19 

Whirlpool Corporation 14 

John Zink Company LLC 13 

CF Industries Holdings, Inc. 11 

Azz Incorporated 10 

Siemens AG 10 

Dover Corporation 8 

Linde Engineering North America 
Inc. 

8 
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Industrial engineers again 
top the list for in-demand 
job titles from the 
advanced Manufacturing 
sector. Maintenance 
workers and assemblers 
and fabricators have 
slowly seen positions 
opening, but at a volume 
still unlikely to 
significantly impact the 
pool of dislocated 
workers in these job titles. 
Supporting functions of 
warehousing and material 
moving also rank in the 
top occupations with 
active hiring.  

Advanced Manufacturing Skillset and Training Gaps  

Local institutions offer a number of programs oriented at supplying the advanced skill needs of 
manufacturing employers. Large industry requirements for machining and tool technicians 
produces a high volume of annual openings relative to regional completions. At the bachelor’s 
degree level, Advanced Manufacturing’s requirements for mechanical engineers requires firms to 
recruit talent from educational institutions outside of the market. Experienced manufacturing 
workers with an interest in post-secondary education may consider the pandemic as motivating 
disruption to pursue an engineering degree that faces consistent demand from Tulsa’s 
manufacturing employers. 

 

Occupation Avg. Unique (May 2020 
- Oct 2020) 

Industrial Engineers 17 

Maintenance and Repair Workers, General 11 

Miscellaneous Assemblers and Fabricators 10 
First-Line Supervisors of Production and 
Operating Workers 9 

Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 
Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scientific 
Products 

9 

Stockers and Order Fillers 7 

Industrial Machinery Mechanics 7 
Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, 
Hand 7 

Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks 7 
Software Developers and Software Quality 
Assurance Analysts and Testers 7 
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The view of Tulsa’s manufacturing industry’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic has been 
framed around the Aerospace and Advanced Manufacturing sectors above. The most detailed 
views of the characteristics of the unemployed are available at the level of the Manufacturing 
sector in total. The detailed view above, in essence, provides a cypher for the data below. Though 
largely driven by Aerospace and Advanced Manufacturing, these descriptions of the dislocated 
workforce below are representative of all firms and workers involved in manufacturing of any sort. 

Workforce Dislocation in Manufacturing 

During the pandemic, manufacturing in Tulsa experienced extensive job loss and contraction. No 
other sector in Tulsa’s economy released more workers into unemployment during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Unemployment peaked in April with 11,390 manufacturing workers dislocated from 
employment. Manufacturing workers remain the largest component of Tulsa’s dislocated 
workforce in September of 2020 with 4,097 unemployed workers out of work. This pool of 
dislocated manufacturing workers represents one of the region’s most significant challenges and 
opportunities to address as manufacturing demand has been slow to revitalize in 2020. 
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Manufacturing

Program Annual 
Openings 

Annual 
Completions Annual Gap 

Machine Shop Technology/Assistant 903 48 855 

Machine Tool Technology/Machinist 858 16 842 

Traffic, Customs, and Transportation Clerk/Technician 502 1 501 
Communications Systems Installation and Repair 
Technology 453 0 453 

Robotics Technology/Technician 265 0 265 
Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) Machinist 
Technology/CNC Machinist 275 16 259 

Electromechanical Technology/Electromechanical 
Engineering Technology 265 24 241 

Mechanical Engineering 308 81 227 
Autobody/Collision and Repair 
Technology/Technician 238 48 190 

Quality Control Technology/Technician 419 232 187 

Manufacturing Engineering Technology/Technician 145 1 144 
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Manufacturing in Tulsa provides work to a 
relatively elderly workforce in comparison 
to other regional industry clusters. 
Compared to the full manufacturing sector, 
Aerospace manufacturing employs an even 
higher share of elderly workers. The largest 
age cohort in Aerospace is found in workers 
between the ages of 55 and 64. Forty-six 
percent of the Aerospace workforce is 
above the age of 55, representing a higher-
risk population in the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

 

This elderly composition of the manufacturing in general is reflected in the age of dislocated 
manufacturing workers. In September, 1,194 manufacturing employees over the age of 55 
remained dislocated. Manufacturing was responsible for the largest share of Tulsa elderly 
unemployed workers, displacing close to double the volume of workers above 55 years in age 
when compared to any other industry sector. Many manufacturing roles are not possible to be 
complete remotely, potentially limiting the ability of higher-risk workers to return to the jobs they 
left even if available. 
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Dislocated manufacturing workers in Tulsa are predominately male. The Aerospace industry 
cluster is slightly less diverse in gender than the manufacturing sector in total, employing only 
seventeen percent female workers. Twenty-one percent of the manufacturing center’s 
unemployment is female. 

The racial composition of the manufacturing sector is largely in-line with that of Tulsa’s population. 
Sixty-seven percent of displaced workers are white. Hispanic or Latino workers account for the 
second largest share of dislocated workers at 9% of sector unemployment. Though these shares 
are small, the high volume of dislocation from manufacturing behind them translates into 1,363 
non-white manufacturing workers who remain unemployed. 

Skills Gap Analysis in Manufacturing 

For each detailed industry cluster studied in this report, Emsi has completed a skills gap analysis 
matrixing employer demand against regional labor supply at the skill level. Demand for skills is 
identified from the text of job postings. Supply estimates are based on a combination of traditional 
labor market data by occupation level and the aggregation of Emsi’s Profile Analytics database. 
Profile Analytics processes over 100 million resumes and online profiles of U.S. workers. The 
aggregated descriptions of work experience, skills held, and career progressions within these 
profiles form a skills-level database measuring talent supply. 

Emsi has paired these two resources to analyze the supply and demand balances for “skills 
clusters” at the regional level. Rich national coverage allows Emsi to intelligently cluster skills into 
competency groups based on the characteristics of the same types of workers and industries in 
many markets. These skills clusters can be gauged at the regional level to reveal what competency 
areas employers are seeking talent in which the market undersupplies. 

These skill clusters mirror the language which employers and employees use in the interview 
process to identify a fit. As such, they are well suited to specific discussions with regional 
employers to lead the formation of training programs serving specific skill needs. 

These skills identified below can be read as those skill areas where employer demand is being 
expressed for skills at a much higher level than supply is found in Tulsa’s market. This takes the 
form of CAPA process evaluation for industrial engineers. It is also evidenced in blueprinting for 
machine workers and machine controls. Certifications also appear in several places, as in 
manufacturing’s demand for certified forklift operators 
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Manufacturing Skill Clusters with Largest Supply Demand Gaps by Function 
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ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES 

The disastrous impact which the COVID-19 pandemic has had upon the accommodation and 
food services sector has become a well-known fact. This industry was hardest hit most quickly by 
the shutdowns around the COVID pandemic.  Companies laid off as much as 90% of their 
workforce in March, many within the first two weeks of the crisis, though some were able to push 
off layoffs for a few months after receiving the PPP. Gaming, resorts and entertainment complexes 
were forced to close or severely curtail their activity and travelers/tourists just stopped traveling.  
The Cherokee, Osage and Creek Nations’ hospitality industries were particularly hard hit as they 
lost key economic drivers. 

The Hospitality and Food services cluster is the 5th largest regional employer in Tulsa and 
accounts for 8.5% of all jobs in the metro. The sector is dominated by restaurant employment, 
where over 33,000 workers and 1,500 firms operated prior to the pandemic. Over the past five 
years, restaurants maintained healthy growth with the addition of 1,100 jobs. Tulsa’s 172 hotels are 
the second most sizable component of the industry and employed 3,075 workers at the start of 
2020. 

Key Accommodation and Food Services Industries 

Industry NAICS 2020 
Jobs 

5 Year 
Job 

Change 

Avg. 
Earnings 
Per Job 

2020 LQ 
2020 

Business 
Locations 

Full-Service Restaurants 722511 17268 1153 $21,345 1.1 766 

Limited-Service Restaurants 722513 15873 -42 $17,867 1.2 737 
Hotels (except Casino Hotels) and 
Motels 721110 3075 -148 $26,016 0.6 172 

Food Service Contractors 722310 1966 909 $30,227 1.1 46 
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage 
Bars 722515 1244 449 $18,007 0.5 131 

Drinking Places (Alcoholic 
Beverages) 722410 970 119 $19,626 0.8 134 

Cafeterias, Grill Buffets, and Buffets 722514 473 15 $16,864 1.4 16 

Caterers 722320 442 -3 $20,060 0.7 26 

Mobile Food Services 722330 62 7 $27,300 0.4 7 
Recreational and Vacation Camps 
(except Campgrounds) 721214 55 15 $30,843 0.5 5 

All Other Traveler Accommodation 721199 24 15 $32,023 0.4 3 
Rooming and Boarding Houses, 
Dormitories, and Workers' Camps 721310 20 9 $39,178 0.4 4 

RV (Recreational Vehicle) Parks and 
Campgrounds 721211 15 -5 $39,817 0.1 5 

Bed-and-Breakfast Inns 721191 5 -32 $23,133 0.1 3 
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Accommodation and Food Services WARN Notices 

While much of the sector’s 
unemployment and business 
closure occurred among small 
businesses, some large employers 
did pass the baseline requirements 
for WARN notices. Several hotel 
operators laid-off or furloughed 
workers in high volumes. Theatre 
closures impacted hundreds of 
Tulsa’s workers as well. 

 

 

 

Top Occupations Working in Accommodation and Food Services 

Employment in the hospitality and food services cluster is relatively concentrated in the 
occupations it employs. Over 50% of all workers are found in the top three job titles alone: 1) fast 
food workers, 2) waiters and waitresses, and 3) restaurant cooks. 

Wages in the accommodation and food services cluster are among the lowest in Tulsa’s 
workforce. Food preparation and service workers earn an average of $426 per week, exposing 
them to competitive wage replacement from elevated unemployment benefits throughout the 
pandemic. Many managers and employees worked together to determine if a worker would be 
better off receiving the increased unemployment benefits, though interviewees noted other 
companies were less collaborative in their decisions. Firms focused on retaining core staff and 
those most highly skilled and experienced who would be least able to be replaced when business 
improves. Some layoffs were brief with companies bringing back 60-80% of their staff in May and 
June as activity ramped up and the usual summer busy seasons began to a limited degree. Layoffs 
continue to spike at different times for different segments of the industry and the picture is variable 
and unpredictable with seemingly random busy periods for certain establishments for reasons 
they can’t explain, possibly when pent-up demand for social or dining activity hits a spike or 
people have felt a little more ready to have traditional experiences. Some restaurants were able to 
pivot quickly to delivery or outdoor dining and re-energize their business in the summer, but others 
did not have that option so were much harder hit.	 In all cases, management and leadership began 
to perform front-line duties.			 	

Company Affected 
Employees Notice Date 

Aimbridge Hospitality 79 03/21/2020 

Atrium Hospitality 104 05/04/2020 

Cinemark 12 31 03/26/2020 

Cinemark Tulsa 91 03/26/2020 

Gathering Place 141 05/04/2020 

RBHV Tulsa LLC 53 04/30/2020 

Regal Cinemas 149 04/29/2020 

PF Chang's 75 09/21/2020 

Regal Cinemas 47 10/20/2020 
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Workforce Dislocation in Accommodation and Food Service 

The accommodation and food services sector was the second most severely impacted by the 
COVID-19 pandemic to date. At its peak, one out of four workers in the sector was unemployed. 
Though that share has fallen dramatically to less than one in ten, a total of 3,204 accommodation 
and food service workers remain dislocated as of September.  
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Occupation SOC Employed in 
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5 Year Job 
Change 

% of 
Aerospac

e Jobs 

Median 
Hourly 

Earnings 

Typical 
Entry Level 
Education 

Fast Food and Counter Workers 35-3023 8461 13% 20% $9 None 

Waiters and Waitresses 35-3031 7565 7% 18% $9 None 

Cooks, Restaurant 35-2014 4782 44% 12% $12 None 
First-Line Supervisors of Food 
Preparation and Serving 
Workers 

35-1012 3578 6% 9% $13 High 
School 

Cooks, Fast Food 35-2011 2910 -35% 7% $9 None 

Bartenders 35-3011 1408 11% 3% $9 None 
Dining Room and Cafeteria 
Attendants and Bartender 
Helpers 

35-9011 1310 64% 3% $9 None 

Hosts and Hostesses, 
Restaurant, Lounge, and Coffee 
Shop 

35-9031 1216 -11% 3% $9 None 

Driver/Sales Workers 53-3031 1041 29% 3% $10 High 
School 

Food Preparation Workers 35-2021 1016 -22% 2% $12 None 
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Accommodation and Food services 
employing a relatively young workforce. The 
sector released more workers below the age 
of 45 into unemployment than any other 
industry. As of September, 2,223 of these 
accommodation and food service workers 
below 45 remain unemployed in Tulsa. 

These findings are consistent with the early 
role that hospitality and food service work 
plays in many worker’s career development. 
Older, more experience workers often 
pursue pathways into management and 
supervisory roles. The large pool of young 
and inexperienced workers were frontline 
targets for layoffs during the start of the 
pandemic. 

 

Accommodation and food services is most racially diverse industry sector in Tulsa’s economy. 
This diversity is reflected in the unemployment characteristics of the industry’s dislocated workers. 
The sector has produced the largest volume of minority unemployment throughout the course of 
the pandemic, surpassing manufacturing by a slim margin. In September, 1,379 diverse 
accommodation and food service workers remain unemployed alongside 1,825 white workers. 

Accommodation and food extends its diverse employment characteristics into gender diversity 
as well. In contrast with each of the other highlighted industry clusters in this study, a slim majority 
of the sector’s workforce are women. Just over 54% of the unemployed from the sector’s 
dislocated workers were women. This ranks the sector as the second largest contributor to female 
unemployment in Tulsa, behind healthcare and social assistance. 
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Recovering Accommodation and Food Services Hiring Demand 

After the initial spring spike in unemployment, the return to a new form of business operations and 
the hiring it involved can be seen in the pattern of job posting activity from the industry. Firms 
ramped up hiring volumes aggressively between May and August. These rising job posting rates 
also reveal a higher effort being placed in the pursuit of talent. Leaders from the hospitality and 
food service industry have found it very hard to re-hire or ramp back up their workforce. Some 
companies went to re-hire former staff but they couldn’t find them, workers weren’t interested or 
had left the industry.	 Many are having to offer higher wages, a somewhat unexpected situation in 
such an economy but some workers admit they are doing better with unemployment, are 
unwilling to take the risks to return to frontline positions and prefer to wait things out.	 The “back 
of the house is harder to find the quality you used to find” as immigration has ceased, and many 
workers returned to home countries during the pandemic. 
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It is very encouraging to hear of widespread demand for talent from employers across the sector. 
The high volume of job postings paired with feedback that talent has been hard to find reveal that 
external factors may be interfering with hospitality and restaurant worker’s return to work. 
Unemployment benefits, acceptance of a wage decrease against prior earnings levels, and 
hesitancy to step into the industry from another background have all been cited as causes. 

And a new picture of the industry’s workforce 
is emerging, as establishments needed 
workers to multi-task (night auditors doing 
double-duty as room attendants, servers 
pivoting to delivery driving, a banquet 
manager with IT skills advancing to a blended 
front-desk/guest services role).	 Workers are 
making themselves valuable by learning 
additional skills and being multi-functional. 
One company asked their staff “What value 
can you add?	 Can you take on other jobs, do 
you have transferable skills or do multiple 
jobs.”	 The main future-looking skills needs in 
the industry include problem solving, 
adaptability, ability to “think on your feet” and of course strong customer service skills. Interviewees 
foresee this being a way of doing business for the future not just in times of a crisis, as there are 
always variability of needs and functions that have always caused problems which were just 
magnified during this period.	 

Large, national restaurant and fast food franchises dominate the list of firms actively hiring since 
May of 2020. Hotels have been slower to accelerate hiring activities. Yet with thousands of 
postings on an average basis, it is clear that opportunity for employment is present within the 
Accommodation and Food Service sector.  

Supervisors of food service workers top the 
list of in-demand job titles, echoing the 
experience of regional employers who were 
having difficulty attracting the management 
talent they required. Fast food workers, cooks, 
and waitresses are being requested of the 
market in consistently high volumes on a 
monthly basis. In no surprise, Delivery drivers 
rose into the list of top occupations in 
demand as many restaurants transitioned into 
home delivery as a central strategy in their 
operations. 

 

Company Avg. Unique (May 
2020 - Oct 2020) 

Pizza Hut, Inc. 207 

The Olive Garden 178 

Sonic Drive-In 152 

Domino's Pizza 148 

McDonald's Corporation 115 

Taco Bell Corp 104 

Starbucks Corporation 69 

SODEXO 56 

COMPASS GROUP PLC 56 

Kentucky Fried Chicken 52 

Occupation Avg. Unique (May 
2020 - Oct 2020) 

First-Line Supervisors of Food 
Preparation and Serving Workers 

278 

Fast Food and Counter Workers 215 

Cooks, Restaurant 191 

Waiters and Waitresses 99 

Food Service Managers 98 

Light Truck Drivers 74 

Hosts and Hostesses, Restaurant, 
Lounge, and Coffee Shop 

71 

Dishwashers 71 

Customer Service Representatives 70 

General and Operations 
Managers 

67 
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Accommodation and Food Services Skillset and Training Gaps  

Hospitality, food service, and entertainment are not, in general, characterized by a dependency on 
credentialling or post-secondary education. Several training programs in Tulsa do provide 
pathways into the industry. The majority of these are focused on management positions, where a 
high volume of historic openings are currently aligned with high volumes of employer demand. 
For dislocated workers looking to transition into the industry while targeting wages above those 
of servers, cooks, and delivery drivers, these programs may provide an opportunity to enter the 
sector at the management level. Regional partners should work to present these opportunities to 
candidates who may be not see beyond the frontline positions within the sector. 

 
  Program Annual 

Openings Annual Completions Annual Gap 

Food Service, Waiter/Waitress, and 
Dining Room Management/Manager 5,095 21 5,074 

Cooking and Related Culinary Arts, 
General 3,421 2 3,418 

Culinary Arts/Chef Training 1,633 11 1,622 
Foodservice Systems 
Administration/Management 1,282 0 1,282 

Restaurant, Culinary, and Catering 
Management/Manager 852 0 852 

Hotel, Motel, and Restaurant 
Management 441 0 441 

Restaurant/Food Services Management 154 3 151 
Hospitality Administration/Management, 
General 154 9 145 
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Hospitality Skill Clusters with Largest Supply Demand Gaps by Function 
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RETAIL TRADE 

Retail trade is the fourth largest employer in the Tulsa economy, supporting approximately one in 
ten regional jobs. The sector has experienced decline in employment since 2015, shedding 4% of 
its jobs. The sector experienced a net loss of 1,941 jobs between 2015 and 2020. No other industry 
sector in Tulsa lost more jobs during the same time period. Tulsa’s job losses in retail between 
2015 and 2020 outpaced the industry’s employment decline at the national level. 

Supermarkets, department stores, and gas stations reported the largest job losses, accounting for 
a combined reduction of over 1,800 jobs. The changing nature of retail and pressure of E-
Commerce has impacted retail significantly and has been further accentuated by the pressure of 
the pandemic.  

The industry was quite hard hit at the start of the pandemic and many companies laid off large 
numbers of workers. Some workplaces shut early and quickly in March, and a few laid off almost 
their entire workforces almost immediately.	 Smaller companies were able to retain workers 
through PPP loans. 

Key Retail Industries 

Industry NAICS 2020 
Jobs 

5 Year 
Job 

Change 

Avg. 
Earnings 
Per Job 

2020 LQ 
2020 

Business 
Locations 

Warehouse Clubs and 
Supercenters 452311 7077 50 $33,000 1.7 30 

Supermarkets and Other Grocery 
(except Convenience) Stores 445110 5771 -559 $29,830 0.8 108 

New Car Dealers 441110 3844 432 $65,328 1.2 62 
Gasoline Stations with 
Convenience Stores 447110 3605 -415 $43,764 1.4 332 

Home Centers 444110 2042 125 $34,901 1.0 26 

Pharmacies and Drug Stores 446110 1974 -315 $54,472 1.0 228 

Department Stores 452210 1974 -630 $23,580 0.6 35 
All Other General Merchandise 
Stores 452319 1726 120 $21,219 1.1 154 

Electronics Stores 443142 1649 -317 $46,211 1.3 113 
Automotive Parts and 
Accessories Stores 441310 1336 12 $36,446 1.2 142 

Sporting Goods Stores 451110 1082 -150 $25,693 1.3 78 

Family Clothing Stores 448140 1056 134 $21,400 0.8 57 

Other Building Material Dealers 444190 979 -100 $63,746 1.3 109 
All Other Miscellaneous Store 
Retailers (except Tobacco Stores) 453998 955 416 $34,712 1.7 184 

Used Merchandise Stores 453310 948 -39 $26,260 1.4 77 
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Retail WARN Notices 

Many small retailers affected by 
COVID-19 are small businesses 
who’s closure and layoffs of 
workers did not meet the 
requirements for WARN notices. 
Those larger firms which did crest 
the barrier are largely concentrated 
in the rental car industry. These 
firms faced a sharp, nationwide 
reduction in travel which crippled 
their operations during lockdown. 
Several clothing and department 
stores also released or furloughed 
large volumes of their workforces. 

Top Occupations Working in Retail 

As in accommodation and food services, retail employment is highly concentrated in a several 
key occupations. Retail salespersons, cashiers, and stock and order fillers represent 55% of the 
retail workforce. The 27,186 Tulsans working in these frontline roles earn less than $13/hr on 
average and were significantly dislocated by store closures and layoffs. Without specialized skills 
or education, employers chose to release these workers from employment first in many cases. 
Earnings of less than $520 per week made elevated unemployment benefits a competitive 
alternative to workers in the sector, a fact repeatedly identified by employers working to attract 
talent. 

First line supervisors and operational managers in retail are able to attain significantly higher wage 
levels and leverage experience and managerial skill. However, the wide-reaching layoffs in Tulsa’s 
retail sector likely pulled many of these managers out of employment contributing to the high 
volume of management unemployment observed across all sectors above. 

  

Company Affected 
Employees Notice Date 

Walmart 67 07/22/2020 

EAN Services 108 04/27/2020 

Enterprise Holdings 221 04/27/2020 

Enterprise Holdings 9 06/22/2020 

Enterprise Holdings 88 05/05/2020 

Enterprise Holdings 50 05/05/2020 

JC Penney 84 02/10/2020 

Mathis Brothers 64 03/25/2020 

Tulsa Auto Auction 58 03/23/2020 

Avis Budget 39 08/28/2020 
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Occupation SOC Employed in 
Aerospace 

5 Year Job 
Change 

% of 
Aerospace 

Jobs 

Median 
Hourly 

Earnings 

Typical 
Entry Level 
Education 

Retail Salespersons 41-2031 14469 -4% 29% $11 None 

Cashiers 41-2011 7891 -10% 16% $10 None 

Stockers and Order Fillers 53-7065 4827 26% 10% $13 High school 
First-Line Supervisors of 
Retail Sales Workers 41-1011 4289 -15% 9% $17 High school 

Customer Service 
Representatives 43-4051 1183 32% 2% $15 High school 

Automotive Service 
Technicians and 
Mechanics 

49-3023 1137 -5% 2% $18 Nondegree 
award 

Pharmacy Technicians 29-2052 919 8% 2% $15 High school 
General and Operations 
Managers 11-1021 914 8% 2% $41 Bachelor's 

degree 
Laborers and Freight, 
Stock, and Material 
Movers, Hand 

53-7062 710 -28% 1% $13 None 

First-Line Supervisors of 
Office and Administrative 
Support Workers 

43-1011 667 1% 1% $24 High school 

 

Workforce Dislocation in Retail Trade 

Retail workers form the third largest segment of Tulsa’s dislocated workforce. In September 2,770 
retail workers remained unemployed. This drop, from an April high of 7,705 unemployed retail 
workers has occurred as employers developed safe and permitted methods of operation during 
the pandemic. 

In late 2020, the industry appears situated for recovery and companies had a major goal of 
retaining high quality, experienced and skilled workers so they could remain competitive and 
ramp-up as business returns to past levels.	 The industry returned somewhat to normal as early as 
June or July and throughout the summer as there were minimal restrictions and firms were quickly 
able to put in place the safety protocols that were recommended.	 
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Retail is also an industry sector that many workers 
engage in early in their careers. Of those dislocated 
from the sector, 1,144 are below the age of 34. Sixty 
percent of those unemployed from Retail are below 
the age of 44. Fewer than 8% of dislocated retail 
workers are above the age of 65.  

Many young workers engaged in retail have the 
intention to transition into another sector in their 
career. As opportunity in other sectors fades or 
becomes more competitive, many workers may 
find themselves in the sector for a longer duration 
then they had planned. Workforce training 
programs offer a critical resource to collect skills 
and experience during this duration inn order to 
support their transition.  

 

A minority of current and dislocated retail workers are diverse ethnicities, while 71% of the sector’s 
unemployed are white. Hispanic or Latino workers account for nine percent the second largest 
ethnicity of workers at 9%. The sector is similar to Hospitality and Food Service in the balance of 
dislocated workers by gender. The majority of those left without work in the sector are female. In 
September, 1,740 of the dislocated workers (54%) were female compared to 1,464 males. 
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Recovering Retail Hiring Demand 

Retail trade is the only industry cluster studied in Tulsa in which hiring activity has surpassed the 
pre-COVID-19 levels of 2019. After the peak of unemployment in April, job posting activity from 
Tulsa’s retailers rebounded rapidly, surpassing 2019 levels in August.  The level of posting activity 
has repeatedly exceeded last year’s ever since. 

The volume of job postings is also the highest of all industries evaluated, with monthly posting 
levels consistently exceeding 4,000 positions. 

These encouraging trends in hiring activity do not mean that retailers are finding it easy to attract 
and retain the workers they need to staff reopened businesses. In fact, high posting volumes may 
indicate a high level of effort and turnover employers are having to confront to meet their talent 
needs.  

Some in the industry see that many hourly workers are not fully invested in the work or in the 
companies they work for.	 “Quality is low because commitment is low.”	 Some workers are only 
returning once their unemployment benefits run out.	 Firms are spending more time than normal 
in recruiting, hiring and onboarding.	 And when a worker has a problem or a bad interaction with 
supervision, “they will just quit and file for unemployment knowing that they are unlikely to be 
denied.”	 It has been a unique and challenging time for the industry.		 
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Industry wide, many businesses are trying to hire or bring back laid off workers, but few workers 
are applying or returning.	 As noted above, there are a variety of reasons related to the pandemic 
from personal health or safety concerns to childcare or family life considerations, to wage and 
earnings considerations as high unemployment benefits that have been available most of the year 
are strong competition to returning to work for an industry known for minimum wage 
opportunities.	 

Rehiring plans have tailed off in velocity somewhat during the winter spike in COVID cases and 
will depend on the next phases of the COVID crisis. Any further shut-downs or closure 
requirements will have a major impact as most companies have leveraged all the savings, loans, 
and assistance available. Some smaller firms may close, firms know that this is the reality of an 
industry with many small businesses.	 Those that found good remote/virtual sales options during 
the earlier lockdown periods will do the best as they now have solid resources for both an in-
person and virtual business model. And many firms have moved to online recruiting and 
interviewing, replacing on-site activity. 	 As in other industries, industry leaders see some of these 
as trends that were on the way but brought into stark relief during this crisis. 

Posting activity in since May of 2020 
has been driven in the largest volume 
by national chain retailers. Seven 
retailers in Tulsa have maintained an 
average of one hundred or more 
unique posted positions in the 
market each month. Walmart and 
Dollar General lead job posting 
volume by a significant margin. 
These major chains form a 
competitive pressure for smaller 
retailers looking to hire, forcing the 
smaller competitors to work to 
capture employees attention while 
offering competitive wages and benefits. 

  

Company Avg. Unique (May 
2020 - Oct 2020) 

Dollar General Corporation 471 

Wal-Mart, Inc. 391 

Lowe's Companies, Inc. 127 

The Home Depot 119 

Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc. 115 

AutoZone, Inc. 102 

CVS Health Corporation 100 

Dollar Tree, Inc. 95 

Reasors Food Stores 67 

Sprouts Farmers Market, Inc. 61 
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The demand for the largest retail positions 
remains very healthy. Salespersons, Stockers and 
Order Fillers, and Cashiers all boast hundreds of 
postings per month in Tulsa. The focal point of 
employer demand, however, is centered on first-
line supervisors, where almost 1,000 unique 
positions are listed on a monthly basis. 

Without rigid certification, training, or educational 
requirement, the vast majority of these retail 
positions are available to 26,000 dislocated 
workers who remain unemployed in Tulsa. The 
difficulty employers are experiencing in filling 
those positions, even in the midst of this 
unemployment, confirms that worker choice, retail 
wage levels, and employment characteristics are 
the barrier to entry rather than sector health. 

 Retail Skillset and Training Gaps  

There are limited credentials or curricula targeted to support the retail industry so there have 
historically been fewer training partnerships between employers and training providers than in 
other industries. As with Hospitality, some recruit for management positions above the store level 
through business schools. While fewer focused on hard-skills training or credentials, there are a 
set of core workplace skills that are shared industry-wide and prioritized in hiring.	 These include 
strong customer service skills, an outgoing nature, strong communication skills, team-work 
capabilities and being “quick on their feet.”	 Creativity is universally recognized as a key skill and 
even more-so with the current and future shift from traditional in-person retail to a more hybrid 
and variable approach using new virtual tools and communication methods. 

Occupation 
Avg. Unique 

(May 2020 - Oct 
2020) 

First-Line Supervisors of 
Retail Sales Workers 997 

Retail Salespersons 783 

Stockers and Order Fillers 265 

Cashiers 253 
Customer Service 
Representatives 179 

Light Truck Drivers 93 

Pharmacy Technicians 92 
General and Operations 
Managers 90 

First-Line Supervisors of 
Office and Administrative 
Support Workers 

78 

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer 
Truck Drivers 72 

Program Annual 
Openings 

Annual 
Completions Annual Gap 

Health Services/Allied Health/Health Sciences, 
General 5,163 98 5,065 

Business Administration and Management, General 2,113 683 1,430 

Medical Office Management/Administration 939 6 933 
Vehicle Maintenance and Repair Technologies, 
General 497 11 486 

Medium/Heavy Vehicle and Truck 
Technology/Technician 414 20 393 

Alternative Fuel Vehicle Technology/Technician 276 0 276 

Automotive Engineering Technology/Technician 276 19 257 

Pre-Pharmacy Studies 198 13 186 
Automobile/Automotive Mechanics 
Technology/Technician 287 155 133 

Pharmacy Technician/Assistant 150 87 63 
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Retail Skill Clusters with Largest Supply Demand Gaps by Function 
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ENERGY 

Tulsa’s regional Energy industry was facing dramatic change prior to the COVID crisis.	 The 
production side of the industry was already impacted by Russian and Saudi activity to reduce 
prices and a national reduction in demand, some because of climate change, “as winters get 
warmer, people need less natural gas.” Layoffs were already underway in 2019.	 These trends were 
exacerbated when travel and transportation nationally reduced and the price of oil went negative 
in late April.	 

The natural resource extraction and utilities sectors employed 10,149 workers at the start of 2020. 
Both sectors had experienced sizable workforce contraction over the previous 5 years, shedding 
11% of their workforces and 1,266 jobs. Both sectors are highly concentrated in the Tulsa 
metropolitan market, with employment concentration levels over three times and two times the 
national average respectively. Despite its smaller workforce, the Energy industry is a dominant 
driver of the Tulsa economy, producing the second-highest Gross Regional Product of $7.6 billion 
annually. 

Though much of the sector experienced decline leading into 2020, green energy producers were, 
prior to COVID, seeing historic high levels of production and economic growth.  

Green energy industry sectors have higher expectations than the fossil fuel production and 
distribution sectors with significant expected growth in the electric vehicle industry and 
renewables.	 Interviewees noted the “limitless” potential for energy in Oklahoma (wide open 
spaces, significant sunlight, lots of wind plus continued fossil fuel resources) for combination 
strategies that are able to sustain production throughout the year, day and night and having one 
of the nation’s only mixed/blended set of resources.			
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Key Energy Industries 
 

Industry NAICS 2020 
Jobs 

5 Year 
Job 

Change 

Avg. 
Earnings 
Per Job 

2020 LQ 
2020 

Business 
Locations 

Crude Petroleum Extraction 211120 2788 -380 $166,896 9.1 264 
Oil and Gas Field Machinery 
and Equipment Manufacturing 333132 2610 -560 $87,861 15.1 57 

Natural Gas Distribution 221210 1932 -790 $154,426 5.9 30 
Support Activities for Oil and 
Gas Operations 213112 1669 -309 $90,441 2.1 180 

Natural Gas Extraction 211130 1316 30 $173,600 11.9 39 
Pipeline Transportation of 
Refined Petroleum Products 486910 994 251 $210,964 44.4 12 

Electric Power Distribution 221122 947 39 $137,168 1.5 31 

Petroleum Refineries 324110 762 184 $203,899 3.7 6 

Drilling Oil and Gas Wells 213111 505 11 $112,093 2.9 21 
Fossil Fuel Electric Power 
Generation 221112 455 -13 $145,904 1.9 12 

Pipeline Transportation of 
Natural Gas 486210 314 -205 $209,343 3.5 14 

All Other Petroleum and Coal 
Products Manufacturing 324199 188 -120 $123,443 12.2 5 

Fuel Dealers 454310 119 31 $65,703 0.5 15 
Geophysical Surveying and 
Mapping Services 541360 113 -23 $93,729 2.3 56 

Pipeline Transportation of 
Crude Oil 486110 97 -44 $154,532 2.6 6 

Electric Bulk Power 
Transmission and Control 221121 79 79 $223,960 1.0 0 

Wind Electric Power 
Generation 221115 19 13 $88,846 0.9 3 
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Energy WARN Notices 

Several energy firms experienced layoffs 
and furloughs large enough to merit 
submission of WARN notices. The range 
of firms they represent are indicative of 
the widespread depression the energy 
sector is experiencing, from oil fields, to 
refineries, and equipment and service 
providers. Chart’s subsidiary E & C FinFan, 
a producer of air-cooled heat exchanges 
used in the natural gas and refinery 
sector, led in the largest number of 
employees affected. 

Top Occupations Working in Energy 

Employment in the energy sector is highly distributed across a wide range of occupations. 
Operating workers at petroleum pumps and refineries, roustabouts, and welders and fabricators 
are all employed in high volumes within the sector. Perhaps the industry’s most distinguishing 
dimension is the consistently high wage level attained by energy workers. Pump and refinery 
operators, representing the largest employee type in the sector earn an average of $41/hr. 
Petroleum engineers in Tulsa have their degrees and specialization rewarded with wages of $68.hr 
on average. 

These high levels of earnings present an acute challenge in the transition of the energy workforce 
in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic and broader decline of the Energy sector. Workers 
accustomed to these high wage levels will face narrow opportunities to capture similar wages 
while leveraging their skillsets in other of Tulsa’s industries. Even if the pandemic had not 
motivated a sudden contraction in the sector, historic industry decline require workforce training 
professionals to work with employers to upskill and reskill their workforces into skills and positions 
with improved employment potential in the energy sector. 

  

Company Affected 
Employees Notice Date 

Apergy 26 04/28/2020 

Vallourec Star, LP 112 4392700% 

Energy Transfer 108 01/06/2020 
Stone Trucking 
Company 51 06/03/2020 

Chart E & C FinFan 252 07/17/2020 
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Occupation SOC Employed in 
Aerospace 

5 Year Job 
Change 

% of 
Aerospace 

Jobs 

Median 
Hourly 

Earnings 

Typical Entry 
Level 

Education 
Petroleum Pump System 
Operators, Refinery 
Operators, and Gaugers 

51-8093 556 10 4% $41 High school 

Roustabouts, Oil and 
Gas 47-5071 484 -410 3% $22 None 

First-Line Supervisors of 
Production and 
Operating Workers 

51-1011 396 -43 3% $28 High school 

Accountants and 
Auditors 13-2011 359 9 2% $34 Bachelor's 

degree 
Welders, Cutters, 
Solderers, and Brazers 51-4121 358 -6 2% $21 High school 

General and Operations 
Managers 11-1021 346 -41 2% $41 Bachelor's 

degree 
First-Line Supervisors of 
Construction Trades and 
Extraction Workers 

47-1011 339 50 2% $28 High school 

Petroleum Engineers 17-2171 336 -302 2% $68 Bachelor's 
degree 

Rotary Drill Operators, 
Oil and Gas 47-5012 331 -29 2% $25 None 

Customer Service 
Representatives 43-4051 324 -55 2% $15 High school 

Miscellaneous 
Assemblers and 
Fabricators 

51-2098 318 -100 2% $14 High school 

Heavy and Tractor-
Trailer Truck Drivers 53-3032 270 69 2% $24 Nondegree 

award 
Wellhead Pumpers 53-7073 263 70 2% $27 High school 
Control and Valve 
Installers and Repairers, 
Except Mechanical Door 

49-9012 260 101 2% $37 High school 

First-Line Supervisors of 
Mechanics, Installers, 
and Repairers 

49-1011 239 43 2% $30 High school 

 

Workforce Dislocation in Extraction and Utilities 

As with it’s employment volume, the Energy sector’s dislocated workforce is of a smaller scale than 
that of Manufacturing, Accommodation and Food Service, or Retail. At peek unemployment in 
April of 2020, 1,576 Extraction workers were unemployed. This represents the dislocation of more 
than 1/10 extraction workers from employment. 
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Several characteristics of the unemployment patterns of extraction workers are unique. The initial 
unemployment spike witnessed in all sectors in April was sustained without major decline 
extending into May. Additionally, July of 2020 saw a large upward rise in the volume of dislocated 
extraction workers which has 
slowly tapered off in the following 
months. Unemployment levels 
have still not returned to the low 
observed in June of 2020, 
indicating a secondary wave of 
layoffs and furlough expirations 
which pushed many Energy 
employees out of work. 

Energy’s dislocated workforce 
covers a wide range of ages. The 
largest group of dislocated 
workers is found in those 
between the ages of 25 and 34. 
The second largest group of 
industry workers is found in those 
over the age of 65, of which 211 
remain unemployed. 
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The racial composition of the Energy workforce is predominately white, with a smaller share of 
diverse employees than is found in manufacturing. Seventy-nine percent, or 819 of the dislocated 
workers are white. The sector is also most similar to the Manufacturing sector in regard to its 
gender composition. In Tulsa, 77% of Tulsa’s dislocated workforce is male. 
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Recovering Energy Hiring Demand 

The Energy industry was and remains in “disarray” since the COVID-19 crisis began, most of those 
interviewed were able to minimize additional layoffs through a combination of securing funds 
through PPP or other loans, encouraging early retirements and not filling vacancies.		 

Across the industry there is an expectation of employment contraction overall, with fewer 
positions required but the positions needed being higher skilled jobs in engineering, geology, 
software, robotics, AI and related fields.	 Most firms say that they do not anticipate significant hiring 
through 2021 and will instead train and advance workers from amongst current employees more 
than draw from unemployed workers or students.  

 

Where job posting behavior from the sector has been observed, posting levels have remained at 
close to 50% of 2019 volumes. The sector has also exhibited the flattest trend in posting activity 
since the spring peak in unemployment volumes, demonstrating no rush to return to work or hiring 
ramp-up seen in other sectors. 

Several large, regional energy companies have kept a limited set of job postings open in the latter 
months of 2020. Haliburton and One Gas lead this group with twenty to forty unique positions per 
month. 
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These low volumes paired with the detail of job titles they represent indicate minimal effort to 
backfill turnover and keep an open bench of the hardest to recruit positions Energy firms keep on 
payroll. Finance, software, and engineering roles lead the list of open positions, but do so at an 
incredibly slim volume. 

 

 

Skillset and Training Gaps  

While workers may be rightfully hesitant to enter the energy industry in uncertain times, business 
leaders from the sector clearly articulated a need to develop the talent of tomorrow.  

As noted in the implementation guide below, the industry has high expectations and interest in 
creative partnerships with education and workforce entities to address skills challenges, with a 
goal of coordinating skilled workers across companies and throughout the region to maximize 
worker engagement during the life cycles and ebbs and flows of activity in various sub-sectors 
and firms.	 They expect high demand within the foreseeable future and certainly by summer in a 
number of fields including 1) skilled trades occupations, especially electrical and fluid 
technologies, due to the significant amounts of construction in fuel production, power supply and 
transmission, 2) software occupations including coders and other programmers - to meet growing 
needs of a more interconnected sector and greater electrification of functions.	 3) Geologists as 
noted are a technical need that is ever-growing.	 Engineering degrees generally are incredibly 
lucrative, especially as these workers can readily move across industries. 

In light of this feedback, the energy programming in which Tulsa is producing completions may 
be aligned with the industry needs of a closing era. Gaps for construction, pipeline, and refinery 
talent are likely to be replaced with burgeoning technical skills as Energy companies shift and 
diversify their business. 

Company 
Avg. Unique 

(May 2020 - Oct 
2020) 

Halliburton Company 40 

One Gas, Inc. 21 

American Electric 
Power Company, Inc. 20 

Helmerich & Payne, 
Inc. 14 

Cimarex Energy Co. 7 

Wpx Energy, Inc. 7 
Usic Locating 
Services, Inc. 6 

Beaver Creek, LLC 5 

Nextera Energy, Inc. 5 

Bhi Energy 5 

Occupation 
Avg. Unique 

(May 2020 - Oct 
2020) 

Accountants and Auditors 12 
Software Developers and Software Quality 
Assurance Analysts and Testers 9 

Electrical Engineers 7 

Computer Systems Analysts 6 
Telecommunications Line Installers and 
Repairers 6 

Computer User Support Specialists 5 

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers 5 

Mechanical Engineers 4 
First-Line Supervisors of Production and 
Operating Workers 4 

First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, 
Installers, and Repairers 4 
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The industry sees a real need for stronger response from the workforce systems and education 
institutions. In their view, the school systems aren’t focusing enough on career and technical 
education (CTE) for the jobs most in need in IT, technical skills, engineering, etc. and “the 
universities aren’t even training for STEM.”	 They note that engagement with the schools and 
public workforce systems is merely “transactional,” focused simply on hiring/placement of 
students rather than building broader training partnerships. 

  

Program Annual 
Openings 

Annual 
Completions Annual Gap 

Construction Trades, General 3,030 33 2,997 
Truck and Bus Driver/Commercial 
Vehicle Operator and Instructor 1,525 304 1,220 

Pipefitting/Pipefitter and Sprinkler Fitter 801 41 760 

Lineworker 759 28 731 
Industrial Mechanics and Maintenance 
Technology 572 16 556 

Vehicle Maintenance and Repair 
Technologies, General 497 11 486 

Electrical and Electronics Engineering 224 21 203 

Quality Control Technology/Technician 419 232 187 

Petroleum Technology/Technician 132 10 122 
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Retail Skill Clusters with Largest Supply Demand Gaps by Function 
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VIII. Educational Asset Inventory 
HIGHER EDUCATION 

Higher education was severely impacted by COVID with many institutions going remote almost 
immediately in March and April, with the spring semester ending in a mixed virtual/in-person 
mode depending on various factors and summer semesters severely curtailed in those trainings 
that required extensive hands-on training.	 Most institutions were able to furlough rather than lay 
off in recognition of a desire to retain faculty (perhaps their most important resource) and be able 
to quickly bring back workers when things returned to normal.	 Layoffs and furloughs were 
primarily among part time and support staff rather than in the core institutional functions where 
faculty and related staff were retained.		 

Many institutions have put in place hiring freezes and all expect cuts from the State and other 
funding sources.	 Enrollment declines due to students choosing to forego training/higher 
education during the “remote learning” period will be likely and will then have a resulting effect on 
ability to retain the industry’s workforce.	 Institutions training in the most hands-on occupations 
(nursing, construction and skilled trades, manufacturing) have faced greater challenges than those 
training in fields such as IT, business and the liberal arts. 

Institutions are preparing for further staffing cuts still to come. Overall, the expectation is that 
“higher ed is in for a rough ride” as the ongoing recognition of increased costs of education, 
workers’ shifts to more modularized education, students delaying long-term career planning in 
lieu of immediate work options, and other factors related to the “education bubble” all likely to 
have ongoing effects beyond this crisis.  

As a companion resource to this report and full supplement to the program gap analysis provided 
by Emsi in each sector evaluation above, CAEL has completed an asset inventory of the workforce, 
education, and training institutions in Tulsa. This resource is an update to a similar inventory 
completed for Tulsa Regional Chamber in 2015.  
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IX. Recommendations & Implementation Guide 
WORKFORCE TRENDS AND EXPECTATIONS 

Key recommendations for action by the region, many of which can be led by the Chamber and its 
partners, include the following.	 

Civic leaders and stakeholders must refresh efforts to retain talent, upskill the regional 
workforce, and make the case to firms to hire locally. During the pandemic, employers are 
demonstrating a greatly increased willingness to hire out of the area.	 Employers hunting for very 
specific skillsets have learned that they can attract and retain remote talent, forming a competitive 
alternative to rehiring Tulsa’s dislocated workers. Given that some industries are seeing a more 
permanent shift to a more remote workforce, they are realizing they are not limited to local 
residents when filling positions.	 Information Technology positions in many industries have been 
among the first to be made permanently virtual, and civic and economic development leaders are 
fearful that these more permanent shifts can have a serious impact on local employment. 

Economic Development plans must prepare for new realities and ripple effects as downtown 
and other business hubs may not return to full capacity. Related to the move to an online 
workforce, businesses are giving up their leases as the year ends or as they come up for renewal 
and the region may face longer-term effects from the reduction in workers in downtown and major 
business hubs.	 With fewer workers in the offices, there will be less need for the restaurants, retail 
and services in the surrounding areas.	 Retail, hospitality and other industries will be further 
impacted by these changes beyond the dislocation measured above.	 Leaders must consider a 
broad array of options to retain businesses, re-use vacated spaces and re-think key spaces if and 
when these changes occur. This process should target resilient industries, surging demand, and 
technology requirements identified by business leaders to drive adaptive re-use of real estate. 

Workforce development entities must consider new methods of reaching and engaging 
employers around hiring and supporting the workers they serve. There has been significantly 
more word-of-mouth hiring in a number of industries than in the past, with many employers not 
even posting jobs on OK Job Match or other platforms as they secure workers through less formal 
methods.	Methods of hiring outside of the public view limit their accessibility to the dislocated 
workforce. Those entities serving the most disconnected workers and those with limited 
professional networks must focus efforts on new ways to connect their clients to good jobs. 

Tulsa must capitalize on training and worker preparation in industries that are growing, 
occupations that are “downturn-proof” and skills that are most in need.	The sections above 
outline some particular workplace skills most in demand, and other research such as data CAEL 
has provided in other regions provides high quality information on the most in-demand skills (see 
https://www.naceweb.org/career-readiness/competencies/career-readiness-
defined/).	 Additionally, workforce and education entities should focus effort on occupational 
areas that have shown resilience even during this downturn and others that data shows are 
continuing to grow.	 Some observations: 
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• Manufacturing As supply chains are re-stabilizing and demand is increasing 
downstream and for a range of products during the winter of 2020, employers hope to 
be able to offer hiring opportunities back to the workers they have released. The limited 
positions which open will be highly competitive as employers shop for needed skillsets 
carefully. 

• Construction has been at historic highs with major home remodeling - the anecdotal 
“everyone is putting in a home office” has proven quite true in the area and opportunities 
are plentiful. Combined with growth in electrician and related occupations in the Energy 
sector and Aerospace, skilled trades jobs are some of the most lucrative. 

• Retail and Hospitality	 National chains, local establishments, and startups are all hiring 
and expanding as they find unique operational approaches in this unique 
economy.	 Home delivery services, online entertainment providers and a range of other 
innovations have arisen and Tulsa has witnessed a number of new firms taking 
advantage of changes in customer demand.	 Attention must be given communicating 
the available job opportunities that exist in this sector today. 

EDUCATION TRENDS AND PARTNERSHIPS 

The following key recommendations surfaced in focus groups and surveys.	 In each area, creative 
partnerships among industry leaders, employers, education providers and public stakeholders can 
support not only a recovery from a specific crisis but a move into the future for the Tulsa region.	 As 
CAEL conducted the focus group discussions, conversations quickly moved from the immediate 
recovery to addressing the trends and realities that are the future of the industries in question and 
the regional economy overall. 

Train for the Jobs of Today and Tomorrow 

Training institutions and industry must train for the jobs that are coming and diligently shift from 
programs that are out of step with progress.	 A number of companies have been approved for 
Trade Adjustment training with the result that there is a recent and projected sizable increase in 
worker retraining. Workers are making major career shifts, with many area training programs full 
and expanding to offer additional cohorts or courses.	 These include: 

• Information Technology and anything related to digitization, virtual and remote work, 
and “Industry 4.0” shifts that have been jump-started out of necessity 

• Electrical/electrical engineering and electrician programs, HVAC and other skilled trades 

• Forklift training with significant demand in warehousing and shipping/receiving as so 
many products are being shipped 

• Medical billing/coding and other health information technology 

• Security including the Unarmed Security credential 
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These and other programs are seeing workers being hired before their programs are completed 
by employers desperate for even partially-trained workers.	 

Some specific gaps that these interviewees see are in areas of cybersecurity, advanced data 
analytics, artificial intelligence, digital/virtual machine interfaces and related fields.	 Whether in 
advanced manufacturing, energy, or healthcare, the ability to interact with machines remotely and 
communicate across platforms will be critical, and the representatives feel these are areas that are 
severely lacking in the Tulsa region’s education systems and beyond. 

Advance, Expand and Improve Online and Virtual Training for “Industry 4.0” Jobs 

A number of companies are leveraging online virtual trainings provided by national credentialing 
entities and they encourage the colleges to adopt improved virtual training technologies. These 
are more than online “zoom meetings” but allow workers to manipulate tools and equipment in 
virtual versions in cyberspace to develop initial hands-on experience prior to handling the real 
thing.	 These trainings mirror the future of industry, whereever-more-connected workplaces will 
“make us all IT professionals.” 

In almost all fields, education providers have also found ways to deliver some level of virtual 
training. Some programs have gone “completely online” while others are much more limited due 
to the nature of the work or industry.	 All seek national guidance on best practices and methods 
of shifting at least some of their programs to a virtual platform, and are exploring new technologies 
that allow for online work to be “more than just a face on a screen” but involve the higher tech 
simulations noted above.	 Employers remain skeptical of online training that doesn’t give a full 
enough variant of the real hands-on work or successfully result in the needed industry-recognized 
credentials. 

Innovate and Collaborate with Industry on Educational Curricula 

Across the board, industry representatives and education institutions express a desire to 
collaborate more intensively on educating the workforce, including a goal of convening a larger 
series of roundtables between industry leaders and higher education to work on building the 
region’s talent.		 

Industry focus groups outlined specific, tangible goals - goals which mirrored needs expressed 
by education.	 Industry want to provide more input on curriculum, offer to loan faculty to support 
teaching the right skills, provide internships and other work-based learning opportunities, and 
career pathway partnerships to support ongoing worker training.		 

Industry wants to participate and “to get schools to listen to our needs” and build responsive 
programs.	 Many feel there is a lack of training at the early years, and hope that partnerships can 
begin at the junior high and even grade school levels.	 They want kids to get interested in their 
industries and understand the lucrative opportunities, particularly in energy and related fields such 
as advanced manufacturing, construction and other STEM fields. 
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Education institutions see real value in the new Centers for Workforce Excellence program, but 
fear that this may merely more silos and that these efforts should be addressed in a more coherent 
and comprehensive manner.	 “We need a broader picture to look at things.”	 The State Regents 
has a group looking at micro credentialing for instance, and the interviewees feel that this kind of 
state-wide, systemic effort must be undertaken in this and other areas of developing the future of 
education.		 

Several industries express a strong commitment to worker training and upskilling: As one 
Aerospace representative noted, “We invest in our people.” Many firms are using the current 
downtime to upskill whole workplaces or teams, catch up on required re-trainings, updates on 
newer tools and processes, and refreshers for idled staff, sometimes in conjunction with area 
colleges and other trainers. These efforts help them retain workers, continue paying wages, and 
also tap public funds.	 They hope to continue these partnerships after the pandemic and appear 
quite open to more outreach and involvement by the public workforce system, which they 
currently see only as a source for entry-level workers as opposed to a partner for overall workforce 
training.		 

Collaborate on Skills-Based Hiring 

Workforce providers are working with business on a move to “skills-based hiring” and using this 
time to make better decisions and closer matches of skills to jobs, with a reduction in focus on 
credentials but a more personalized and individualized approach.	 Some see this as a prospect for 
a re-orienting of hiring activity overall, with better “job profiling” in conjunction with companies to 
identify what skills really matter.	 This perspective aligns with companies’ realization that they don’t 
need specialists as much as more flexible workers with multiple skills who can quickly take on new 
or different responsibilities in response to ever-changing demands. 

Several Industries are exploring the potential to forego higher education and instead advance 
industry-led, in-house training and credentials.	 All were interested in engaging education and 
particularly community college systems in these efforts. 

Collaborate on Funding of Training 

Employers’ tuition reimbursement programs have long been underutilized by employees and this 
is exacerbated currently. Firms are hoping to help make this more of a reachable path to increase 
utilization.	 Some firms are planning to change human resources policies that require workers to 
pay for training up front and wait for reimbursement. Instead they will pay for workers’ education 
up-front by class or semester, recognizing that too many workers have limited funds. The 
companies believe this will help promote training and make it easier - or even just possible - for 
workers to pursue education. Education and workforce stakeholders must seek to expand these 
practices and leverage the leading firms to advocate for similar changes with their peers, supply 
chains and partner firms. 
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Develop and Support a Multi-Skilled Workforce 

Many participants were interested in additional cross-training for staff across functions in their 
companies.	 This arose during the pandemic but companies see long term value, especially in 
industries like Hospitality in Retail as outlined above	 Cross-training can result in a multi-functional 
workforce that can keep workers fully engaged through economic or seasonal downturns, rather 
than a hire-layoff-rehire cycle among larger numbers of part-time, specialized workers. 

Support Creative, Flexible, Multi-Firm Partnerships 

The Energy and Hospitality employers reflected on the way they already see workers move across 
firms within the industries and expressed interest in building a “hiring hall” idea - not organized 
labor per se, but a virtual space where skilled workers can be identified and moved from firm to 
firm when needed. In Energy industry drilling and production for instance, at a given site first the 
geologists are needed, then welders and related occupations to build the physical infrastructure, 
then coders and software engineers to build and develop the technical infrastructure, after which 
a smaller cohort of maintenance workers are needed to keep things running and make 
adaptations and updates as needed.	 Some companies historically hold onto all these worker 
groups to ensure they have them when they need them, but the representatives see a value in a 
different model .	 Hospitality firms see a similar need, and know that some larger hotel chains with 
sites in multiple regions are beginning to make plans to help workers who are willing to move 
around the country through “exchange programs”, working in the places where there are seasonal 
shifts.	 These ideas are still in early stages, but many talked about wanting to come up with some 
systemic solutions.	 They seek support from conveners - whether the Chamber, the public 
workforce system or other public entities - to bring together groups of companies in dialogue 
around ways they can move workers from one company to another in as seamless way as possible 
to maximize work for each worker, reduce risk for the companies and help staff up to meet unique 
or variable demands.	 All appear interested, none are afraid it would negatively affect their 
competitiveness with other companies in their sub-industry, and in fact they think it would be a 
model that would help Tulsa be more competitive nationally in a number of industries. 

 

 


